
White   Paper 

How   To   Earn   Money   From   Everything 
Version   2.00 

 
What   would   you   like   to   achieve   as   a   result   of   reading   this 
white   paper?      Seriously,   we’re   asking   .   .   .  
 

“Yes,   please   write   it   down.”  
 
______________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________ 
 
 

 

 



 

Now . . . “What did your write down?”         
NOTE: If you didn’t write anything down, please go back and write            
something down otherwise you’ll never really earn any much more          
than you’re earning now, because you can’t even follow simple          
instructions.      :-)      Sorry   to   be   so   blunt   but   it   is   what   it   is.  
 
If you wrote down anything other than “Earn more money!” . . .             
we’ll   .   .   .   how   do   we   say   this   nicely? 
 
Yes, this was a test! With a title like this if you didn’t write              
down “Earn more money!” then we’re guessing that you         
probably won’t earn more money as a result of reading this           
white   paper. 
 
Why?  
 
This white paper will give you HEAD KNOWLEDGE but that is           
probably not what you need to earn more money. You’ve          
probably gone to a lot of seminars, read a lot of books been             
taught time and time again how to earn more money. It’s not            
the   head   knowledge   you’re   missing   it’s   the   HEART.  
 
You probably have not connected your Life Vision (reason you were           
put on this planet with earning money) your HEART with earning more            
money. Seriously . . . DO NOT READ THE REST OF THIS WHITE             
PAPER . . . until you complete your COMPLIMENTARY 30 Minute           
Strategy Session. There is no cost and this will help you move into             
connecting   your   HEART   into   earning   MONEY.      :-) 
 

www.DNAforSuccess.com/Examination/30min-Strategy 
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It’s   Easy   .   .   .   Unless   We   Make   It   Hard 
It’s interesting, on how people who read this white paper still seem to have a hard                
time in grasping the concept . . . so . . . we’ll seek to make it more clear. The                    
individual who provided this white paper to you will help you learn how to              
manage      up/out   to   help   to   ensure   that   you   know   what   you   need   to   DO.      :-)  
 
After   we   read   the   white   paper   the   following   is   what   we   should   do   .   .   . 
 

❏ 1.   Ask   EVERYONE   I   know   their   Biggest   Challenge   -   BC.  
❏ 2.   Create   a   spreadsheet   and   document   all   contacts   and   BC's. 
❏ 3.   Direct   everyone   we   have   a   BC   on   to   do   the    www.TheActionCard.org 
❏ 4.   Have   certified   30   minute   Strategy   Session   (30   MSS)   consultant   complete.  
❏ 5.   Work   together   to   determine   best   solution   and   then   commit   to   take   action. 

 
NOTE: EVERY 30 minute Strategy Session (30 MSS) will NOT lead to you             
earning money . . . but it will lead to you helping people which, if we’re smart, if                  
we work very hard and if we have a great product / service we will earn money                 
from   everything   we   do. 
 
If you want to become certified in doing a 30 minute Strategy Session then              
please email  info@lifemasteries.org for additional details. There is no cost to           
become certified and all the training can be done online 24/7.           
www.TheVisionProject.net/LP_30min.htm 
 
Learning how to do the 30 minute Strategy Session will help you to sell /               
present solutions / earn money from anything we sell. Certification through           
Legacy Partners can open a large number of doors to talk to others who do               
not know how to do the 30 MSS. :-) If you read the white paper and still do                  
not know how to do this and/or you try but aren’t earning money you would               
benefit from one on one coaching / mentoring. Email         
info@lifemasteries.org    for   additional   information.  
 

Problem   =   Solution   =   Earn   Money 
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White   Paper 

How   To   Earn   Money   From   Everything 
 

Goal 
To assist individuals to learn how to turn ALL their activities into income             
generating   opportunities.  
 
History 
Over decades of observing those who seem to have the ability to generate             
money and those who do not, there seems to be a pattern and this white paper is                 
the   pursuit   of   that   journey.  
 
“The   thing   I   love   most   about   money,   is   that   it   can   buy   me   time.” 

Tom   Kunz   -   Past   President   -   Largest   real   estate   franchise   in   the   world 
 
When we look at and study wealthy individuals, we find that most of them have               
some things in common. Here are a couple of things we have observed over the               
years.  
 

● Money Is A Tool - Wealthy individuals don’t have negative, limiting beliefs            
about money. Money is like anything else in life and it’s not good or bad, it                
just   is.  

● Money Comes From Networks - Wealthy people seem to have the ability            
to turn everything they do into money. They earn money from their country             
club membership, their million dollar homes, their kids in private schools           
and   even   attending   Polo   matches   their   children   play   in. 

● They Leverage Time and Money - . . . to gain more time and money               
back. They SEE the world in a different way which causes them to THINK              
in a different way which causes them to DO things that most people do not               
do.  

● They are Intentional - They seem to realize that money is like a crop that               
a farmer brings to harvest. They realize that they must get someone else             
to till the ground, plant the seed, nurture the seed and then bring in the               
harvest.  

 

Problem   =   Solution   =   Earn   Money 
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When we read the above points, it probably makes sense . . . but . . . how do we                    
do the same thing? How do we turn everything we do into money making              
opportunities . . . maybe without joining an MLM (Multi-level Marketing           
Company)?  
 
That’s a great question. Hmmmm . . . this will require some intentional thought              
and   probably   a   lot   of   hard   work,   at   least   mentally.  
 
Those who are wealthy, it would seem, know that there are no “get rich quick”               
types of opportunities and stick with consistently doing things year after year,            
generation after generation. Yes, there are some exceptions, without question,          
but even in those situations we discover that often those who “got rich quickly”              
are selling something to the masses that they themselves took years to develop,             
and they have networks, skills, and abilities that got them to where they are and               
that   required   a   great   deal   of   work.  
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1.   How   does   anyone   make   a   lot   of   money   .   .   .  
It’s actually pretty simple. It’s by bringing value to people and for us to earn               
money we need to exchange a product / service to bring something of value to               
that person. The person must have a need, a problem, or a desire and we must                
have   the   solution   they   are   willing   to   exchange   their   money   for. 
 
2.   The   mistake   that   most   people   seem   to   make   .   .   .  
We as human beings, tend to think that others, out there will think as we think                
and value what we value. We then go about seeking something we value, invest              
into it and then seek to sell it to others. Often we invest a lot of money and time                   
into   things   that   we   think   others   will   do   the   same   as   us   and   it   often   does   not   work.  
 
We often have a solution we earn money on and we’re out there pursuing              
problems where we can force our solution onto others, in the guise that we are               
really trying to help them, when in fact we are really seeking to earn money. We                
are not seeking to be true solution providers or bringing insight to people, but              
rather we are thinking our solution is the answer to most everyone else’s             
problems.  
 

Problem   =   Solution   =   Earn   Money  
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3.   The   Solution   .   .   . 
Imagine . . . if we had a solution that really could help people with any problem                 
they were facing. Actually . . . we do! The challenge is that that solution does                
not   necessarily   make   us   money.  
 
The solution to any problem is “Learning to think in          
a   different   way.”  
 
Albert   Einstein   said:  
“You can never solve a problem on the        
level,   on   which   it   was   created.”  
 
Check   out   this   short   video   .   .   .  
www.DNAforSuccess.com/video-trailer-library/Thinking-Differently 
 
What’s interesting is that it’s very easy to discover someone’s problem - the pain              
in   their   lives   but,   most   of   us   either   don’t   know   or   don’t   care   how   to   do   that.  
 

“Hmmm, I was just curious, what would you say a          
challenge is that you might be facing in any area of your            
life? 
 
Any idea as to what happens when we start asking all those around us this               
question? We become interesting to others because we’re interested in others.           
This   may   sound   far   too   simple,   but   it   actually   works.      Try   it! 
 
 

Problem   =   Solution   =   Earn   Money 
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4.   Why   don’t   we   do   the   above   .   .   . 
There are many reasons why we won’t ask the above question. If we look deep               
into one’s personality then we can better understand ourselves and others. To            
gain   a   deeper   understanding   of   personalities   goes   through   the   following   course.  
www.PersonalityMasteries.com/lvl1-cert 
 
Analytic   Personality 

● Often will not ask the above question because they         
don’t know how they will respond once they ask the          
question. Hmmmm, if we knew how we would        
respond, we would have to know how they would respond to our question             
OR we would need to have one solution that would always work . . . and                
one   that   we   would   earn   money   with. 

● The analytic personality is often cynical and believes that others are as            
well. This type of personality seems to always have an agenda, looking for             
something from someone else, doesn’t just do things to help others . . . so               
they think others think like they think so what holds them back from asking              
is   .   .   .   themselves.  

● The analytic has so many fears, one of which is that they will look bad.               
They have a hard time DOING without KNOWING and that holds them            
back   a   great   deal   from   HELPING   PEOPLE   .   .   .   i.e.   EARNING   MONEY.  

 

TIP   TO   OVERCOME   .   .   .   JUST   DO   IT! 
 
Driver   Personality 

● Often does not see the immediate benefit to their bottom          
line, to earning money quickly. Hmmmm, maybe if we         
learned to show that we were more caring we could earn           
a   lot   more   money   from   a   lot   of   people? 

● Will have so many things going, often will not be willing to take the time               
and try something new or if they do they won’t be patient enough to make it                
work. 

● Often are not social in nature, similar to the analytic personality type so is              
uncomfortable with doing things that may be more personal / social /            
people   in   nature.  

 

TIP   TO   OVERCOME   .   .   .   JUST   DO   IT! 
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Expressive   Personality 

● Tend to be the best at being willing to ask the questions of             
people, but then will struggle with the organization or the          
discipline to follow through well with the required steps         
needed to turn the challenges / problems people have into          
solid   solutions   and/or   solutions   that   earn   money. 

● Will   often   have   challenges   in   keeping   focused. 
● Will   often   chase   a   lot   of   shiny   objects. 
● Will have so much fun with these questions that they often lose track of the               

very specific process needed to turn problems into solutions which earn           
them   money.  

 

TIP   TO   OVERCOME   .   .   .   JUST   DO   IT! 
 
 
Amiable   Personality 

● Is   concerned   what   people   will   think. 
● Is   fearful   of   what   could   happen   or   conflict   that   could   arise. 
● Concerned that others may think they have an ulterior         

motive. Hmmmm, we often tend to mirror on the hearts of others what is in               
our own hearts. We as amiables often have an ulterior motive, but others             
very well may not and/or if they do, we can create WIN WIN for everyone               
there  

● Concerned that others will think they are motivated by money. Hmmmm,           
see   above   thought.  

 
TIP   TO   OVERCOME   .   .   .   JUST   DO   IT! 
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Q&A 
 

Question - I already have a very successful business, and am doing well in how               
much money I earn. Now my challenge / problem is that I don’t have enough               
time.      How   can   I   fix   that? 
 
Answer - Great question! What is needed in your         
business now is what’s call a NEW BOS - Business          
Operating System. Our new BOS will help us to         
determine how can better improve our systems and get         
E-VA’s (Executive Virtual Assistants) to build and run        
those   systems   on   our   behalf.  
Video   Success   Through   Systems   - 
    www.DNAforSuccess.com/video-trailer-library/success-through-systems 
 
Complete a short three minute online survey and someone will connect with you             
about   your   specific   needs.      Some   great   resources   are   a   couple   of   white   papers. 
The   Secret   About   Time   -    www.DNAforLife-Laws.com/cool-free-stuff/time-secret 
BOS   -    www.DNAforLife-Laws.com/cool-free-stuff/bos 
 

www.DNAforSuccess.com/Examination/30min-Strategy 
 

www.DNAforSuccess.com/Implementation/E-VAs 
 

==================================================================== 
 
Question    -   What’s   the   next   step   after   they   answer   my   question?  
 
Answer - Listen carefully to their answer. Often it’s asking additional questions            
and doing a lot of listening. The following document will provide additional            
details.    https://docs.google.com/document/d/13GpsyD4X1fVlM0BJHVj3_sZFVR8WHb7JnDVQo_Ih_LY/edit 
 

==================================================================== 
 

Question    -   Once   I   get   this   question   answered,   how   do   I   turn   it   into   money? 
 
Answer - There are steps which take someone from “Asking A Question” to a              
solution   which   will   help   the   individual   and   help   us   earn   money.  
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==================================================================== 
 
Question    -   Will   this   approach   work   in   any   situation?  
 
Answer - To earn money we need to bring value to people. To bring value to                
people faster, if we have what their biggest challenge is and/or what they would              
love help on. AND then bring them value along with a solution that will earn us                
money,   then   it   will   work   in   any   situation.  
 
Yes,   this   can   work   in   any   networking,   social,   professional   or   personal   situation.  
 

Problem   =   Solution   =   Earn   Money 
 
Once we discover their challenge / problem then we need to learn how to build a                
“conceptual bridge” between their problem and whatever solution we may have           
to   offer   them.  
 
If we successfully do this, then we assist them in seeing how we can solve their                
problem and/or fulfill their needs. When we solve people’s problems with a            
solution we earn money on, we create a WIN WIN for everyone. It’s pretty easy               
actually . . . the more people we help, the more money we earn. The greater we                 
help   people   and   the   more   affluent   of   those   we   help,   the   more   money   we’ll   earn. 
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==================================================================== 
 

Question    -   How   will   I   be   able   to   help   people   with   the   answers   they   give   me? 
 
Answer - The truth is you may not be able to give an answer or a solution.                 
Welcome to the world of sales. Did you know that for the average sales              
professional it takes 10 leads / prospects to get 1 sale? That’s 9 “No’s” before               
there is 1 “Yes.” It make take 100 or even 1,000 people to get 1 lead / prospect.                  
That could mean that we need 1,000 or even 10,000 people to find a lead /                
prospect.  
 
That’s a lot of people we need to go through. What’s interesting is that when we                
learn to bring value to anyone we talk with, any where, in any situation we’ll tend                
to find that when we help others first, they will become very interested in what we                
do   and   will   be   interested   in   helping   us   as   we   help   them. 
 
Here are some FREE solutions offered through a non profit organization Life            
Masteries   Institute   and   Legacy   Partners.  
White   Paper   Library   -    www.DNAforLIFE-Laws.com/cool-free-stuff 
Video   Library   -    www.DNAforLIFE-Laws.com/career-success 
 
 

==================================================================== 
 

Question    -   How   do   I   turn   free   solutions   into   money?  
 
Answer - There are actually many ways to turn things we give to others as a gift                 
into us earning more money. As we help others they are more interested in              
finding out what we do. If we have solutions which help people, some number of               
people we connect with will benefit from our products / services which will create              
a   win   win   for   everyone. 
 
Other individuals may not need our products / services         
directly but almost definitely will know someone who will         
benefit from your products / services. The magic is to learn           
how to get others to be interested in referring us to           
someone they know. The question is . . . “What’s the best            
way   to   do   this?”  
 
When we give others any type of solution, we show that we            
are more interested in others than in ourselves or selling          
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them something that we earn money from. Based on university research we            
know that an average person, walking on the street knows around 250 people. A              
business owner, on the other hand knows 5,500+ individuals and many of those             
will be other business owners. Business owners are great as they and their             
businesses tend to consume a lot of products and services. Business owners            
also   have   a   great   deal   of   influence   over   others   as   well.  
 
If we use technology we are then able to leverage the power of technology to               
gather   up   a   large   amount   of   data   from   groups   of   people.  
 
In addition to many free resources Life Masteries Institute (LMI) / Legacy            
Partners also has a wide range of other solutions which are also available to              
assist   individuals   solve   their   biggest   challenges   /   problems.  
 
Solutions   Library   -    www.DNAforSuccess.com/Solutions 
 
LMI / Legacy Partners offers a complimentary 30 minute Strategy Session. The            
certified consultant will provide deep insights into the individual’s personality and           
how by understanding our own personality we are able to solve more of our own               
problems   and   do   so   faster   and   with   less   effort.  
 
LMI / Legacy Partners also offers certified training / consulting opportunities           
which can provide additional Learning & Earning opportunities as well as           
powerful and profitable affiliate marketing relationships. Building teams,        
mastermind groups, Coffee Connections and bringing added value to chamber of           
commerce, associations and/or any other community group will assist you in           
multiplying   your   earning   opportunities.  
 
For additional information on any of the above things please connect with the             
individual who passed this white paper along to you and/or please feel free to call               
toll   free   888.230.2300   or   outside   the   US,   please   call   630.393.9909.  
 
If you have not had your own complimentary 30 minute Strategy Session, please             
complete   the   following   short   online   questionnaire.  
 

www.DNAforSuccess.com/Examination/30min-Strategy 
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==================================================================== 
 

Question    -   Doesn’t   this   all   seem   like   a   lot   of   hard   work? 
 
Answer - Hmmmm, it seems like it does take a lot of hard work to make money.                 
If someone asks this question, the individual may want to seriously consider            
whether they are prepared to be a business owner or if they should just be an                
employee. Owning one’s own company is simply that - hard work. People who,             
let’s not say lazy, but really are, compared to business owners, normally will not              
succeed in owning their own companies. An employee is conditioned to really            
not   think   they   can   earn   any   money   other   than   working   at   a   job. 
 

==================================================================== 
 

Question - Is a MLM / Multi-Level Marketing opportunity a good or bad             
opportunity? 
 
Answer - MLM’s are so prevalent today that most people have known many             
friends, or often, previous friends who have approached them about MLM           
opportunities. It’s impossible to say anything is all good or all bad. The             
challenges that most individuals have with most MLM’s is that there is an illusion              
that   it’s   “easy   money”   or   that   one   will   make   a   lot   of   money   off   others. 
 
The truth is that any business is hard work, takes time, and often takes money to                
invest. The good news is that if we join an MLM we don’t have to create a new                  
product or service. The bad news is that often MLM product / services lines may               
be   higher   priced   to   cover   the   cost   of   funding   the   up   lines.  
 
Another weakness for MLM’s is that they encourage one to go after one’s “Warm              
Market” their friends and family. If one is successful initially, this often gives a              
false illusion of long-term success due to short term success. Learning to sell             
outside of one’s “warm market” is very very different than selling to family and              
friends.  
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==================================================================== 

 
Question    -   How   do   I   get   connected   with   other   like   minded   individuals? 
 
Answer    -    www.MyCoffeeConnection.org    can   assist   you   to   join   or   start   a   group.  
 

==================================================================== 
 

Question    -   What   if   everything   I   try   doesn’t   seem   to   work? 
 
Answer - We would never go to a seminar or workshop to get a prescription from                
a doctor, finding the solution to our specific challenges, why things do not work              
and/or how to make them work, probably will not come from attending a seminar              
or   workshop.  
 
Each person is unique and learning to connect our passions into earning money             
is something that is not an easy thing to do individually much less in mass.               
There are certified ActionVision coaches through Legacy Partners who can assist           
you, as needed, to assist you in the discovery of your Life Vision, through your               
passions. Once we discover our Life Vision, then it’s helpful to have others assist              
us in determining what actions we need to be taking to earn the level of income                
we desire to earn, while working the hours we want to work, having the stress               
and/or   life   balance   we   do   or   do   not   want.  
 

www.DNAforSuccess.com/Examination/30min-Strategy 
 

www.DNAforSuccess.com/Implementation/one-on-one 
 
 

Problem   =   Solution   =   Earn   Money 
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Who   would   benefit   from   this   white   paper?      Who   would   benefit 
from   learning   the   things   you’ve   learned?      Manage   (email)   Up/Out 
to   those   individuals   and   share   .   .   .  
 

1. What   did   I   learn? 
 

2. What   ACTION   will   I   take   from   what   I   learned? 
 

3. What   do   I   need   to   learn   next? 
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